Terms and Conditions of the “Backtypo” service
http://backtypo.com

Backtypo is a registered trademark and an experimental service offered by
Simplicissimus Book Farm SRL (SBF), with its registered office in via della Regione 2,
95037 San Giovanni La Punta (CT), VAT no. 05338720963, registration REA MI-1814042

Backtypo is a computer program owned by SBF and accessible via the internet that
allows users who follow the viewable online instructions to create files in the “epub”
format and to download the files generated by the program.

The user is able to access and use the service for free.

Backtypo is not a web hosting service. It allows the immediate download of the epub
files generated but cannot guarantee their storage on the SBF servers. Therefore, the
user must keep all files generated and downloaded at their own risk. The files still
existing on the SBF server may be removed at any time by the user or by SBF. SBF does
not monitor, use, reproduce, distribute, communicate or transfer any user files
generated by Backtypo unless it is for the execution of the service itself and as long as
the user does not remove the files.

Backtypo is a service in the experimental stage. Therefore, technical problems,
additions, changes, and interruptions of the program may be possible. The user uses
the service in full knowledge of its experimental nature in the course of modification,
addition or interruption.

By using Backtypo, the user provides SBF, for the sole purpose of executing the
service, with all the necessary permission for the reproduction, modification, storage,
distribution and communication of the contents of the object files generated, even if
the content is the subject of the user’s intellectual property rights or those which the
user may have lawfully acquired. The user undertakes to use Backtypo for lawful
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purposes and in compliance with legislation on intellectual property rights and any
rights belonging to third parties. The user shall indemnify SBF from any damages that
could be incurred as a result of using Backtypo in violation of any laws or rights
belonging to third parties.
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